Rules and required elements

1. Create an original poster in your favorite medium. Poster can be any size and created in any medium (examples: crayons, pen and ink, paint, digital).

2. The contest is open to all students in the following age categories:
   - Elementary (grades 3–5)
   - Middle School (grades 6–8)
   - High School (grades 9–12)

   For local schools participating in the contest, submissions should be made to your teacher.

   If you wish to compete in the contest and are not currently attending one of the participating area schools, you may take a photo of your submission and email it to 150@mst.edu by Dec. 1, 2020. Please include your name, age group and school name or county of residence. Entries will be judged in age categories.

3. All posters must contain the words “Missouri S&T” or “S&T” and “150th anniversary” (please do not use variations including “MST” or “MS&T. Entries using the incorrect name of the university will be omitted).

4. Poster design delivers a clear and positive message about Missouri S&T's 150th anniversary. Entries containing inappropriate content will be omitted.

5. If copyrighted images are used within the design, photo credits should be listed and proper permissions should be submitted with each entry. Photos of Missouri S&T are available for use at go.mst.edu/150poster. Photo credit should appear as “Photo courtesy of Missouri S&T.”

6. All entries must be submitted by Dec. 1, 2020. Winning posters will be judged on the best representation of Missouri S&T and the 150th anniversary.